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being first duly sworn,
complaint by him/her subscribed and that the same is true.
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(.Judge or Clerk)
I have examined the above complaint and the person presenting the same and have heard evidence thereon,
is probable cause for filing same. Leave is given to file said complaint.
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or
Warrant Issued,
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Rail set at
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I.

I, Bryant Neely, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows:
PRELIl\UNARY MATTERS

1.
I have been a Chicago Police Officer for 15 years and have been detailed to the
Inspector General's Office ("IGO") as an Investigator Specialist since 2006. As a police officer
and an IGO investigator, I have participated in investigations and arrests of individuals for felony
offenses and other violations of Illinois law. I have also been involved in various types of
electronic surveillance and in the debriefing of defendants, witnesses, and informants.
2.
This Affidavit is made in support of a criminal complaint charging that defendant
Gustavo Ramirez, an Engineering Technician III with the City of Chicago ("City"), Department
of Water Management ("Water"), committed the offense of bribery. Specifically, beginning in
November 2006, and continuing through to the present, in Cook County, Illinois, Ramirez
corruptly and with the intent to influence the performance of any act related to the employment
or function of any public employee, tendered things of value, namely cash payments totaling
$340, to an individual he believed was a public employee in exchange for the removal, from City
computers, of building code violations issued by the City to various properties owned by
Ramirez, in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33-1 (bribery).
3.
The information contained in this Affidavit is derived from: information obtained
during interviews conducted by me and other IGO investigators; physical surveillance; electronic
surveillance, including consensual recordings made of telephone calls and in-person meetings
between Ramirez and undercover IGO investigators; documents and records obtained in the
course of this investigation; my knowledge and prior experience as a police officer and IGO
investigator; and information I obtained from other IGO investigators experienced in public
corruption investigations. As a result of my participation in this investigation, and my review of
reports prepared by other investigators involved in the investigation, I am familiar with all
aspects of this investigation. Since this Affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of
establishing probable cause to believe that Ramirez committed the offense of bribery, I have not
included each and every fact known to me concerning this investigation.

II.

PROBABLE CAUSE

4.
From November 2006 through the present, the City of Chicago Inspector
General's Office ("IGO") and the Cook County State's Attorney's Office ("SAO") have been
conducting an investigation into corrupt activity and related criminal conduct involving Water
employee Gustavo Ramirez ("Ramirez").
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Ramirez Approaches the Cooperating Witness

5.
In November 2006, a Cooperating Witness who is a City employee ("the CW")
approached the IGO and provided the following information, in summary: One day earlier, the
CW received a telephone call on his/her work telephone from a person who identified himself as
Gustavo Ramirez, a City worker who owns property at 8526 South Burley Avenue. Ramirez
stated that he owned a building at 8526 South Burley Avenue in Chicago and had received a
notification in the mail about his garage being demolished. Ramirez asked the CW if he/she
could help'him. The CW told Ramirez that he/she was not an inspector and could not help him.
Ramirez asked the CW if the City was going to knock down his garage, and the CW replied that
Ramirez needed to speak to a supervisor but that none were available at the time. Ramirez asked
the CW if he/she could help Ramirez out by removing violations on his property from the
computer system. The CW told Ramirez that he/she could not do that. Ramirez said that if the
CW took care of him, he would buy him/her lunch or whatever he/she wanted. (The CW
understood this to mean that Ramirez was offering a bribe to him/her and was talking about
giving him/her money.) Ramirez told the CW that he was a City employee and asked the CW
who his/her clout was. The CW replied that he/she did not have any clout. The CW asked
Ramirez for a telephone number that he could be called back at and Ramirez gave a number to
the CWo The CW wrote the number down as 773-449-9300 and told Ramirez that a supervisor
would contact him.
6.
IGO investigators obtained records from the Cook County Recorder of Deeds for
the address of 8526 South Burley. The owner of the property is listed as Gustavo Ramirez.
Documents from the City's Department of Buildings ("Buildings") showed that in November
2006, Buildings had identified multiple violations at the garage at this address and had found that
the garage, which was boarded up and vacant, was "demolition eligible."
7.
IGO investigators obtained records from the City's Department of Human
Resources showing that Ramirez has worked for the City since 1988. The records also reflect
that Ramirez listed his wife's name as Debra Lynn Ramirez.
8.
IGO investigators conducted a search of the telephone number written down by
the CW, 773-449-9300, and determined that the number was not listed to Ramirez. The IGO
then conducted a name search of Ramirez and Debra Lynn Ramirez and found that telephone
number 773-419-9300 (one number off the telephone number provided by the CW) was listed to
Debra Lynn Ramirez.
B.

November 21 Meeting Between Ramirez and Undercover IGO Investigator

9.
On or about November 21, 2006, at approximately 8:43 a.m., IGO investigators
asked the CW to place a telephone call to 773-419-9300. An IGO investigator listened as the
call occurred. The phone was answered by a male. The CW asked to speak to Mr. Ramirez and
the male identified himself as Ramirez. The CW told Ramirez that he/she had an inspector who
could help out Ramirez. The CW asked Ramirez if he/she could give his telephone number to
the inspector. Ramirez said yes.
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10.
At approximately 9:40 a.m., an IGO investigator acting in an undercover capacity
("the VCI"), called telephone number 773-419-9300 and asked to speak to Ramirez. A male
answered and said he was Ramirez. The VCI said that he was with Buildings and that the CW
had given him Ramirez's number about a garage at 8526 South Burley. The VCI told Ramirez
that he could help him with the violations concerning his garage. The VCI and Ramirez agreed
to meet at 8526 South Burley at 2:00 p.m. that same day.
11.
a.
At approximately 2:00 p.m., the VCI arrived at 8526 South Burley and
observed two males standing near the garage located at that address. IGO investigators placed
the VCI and the two men under surveillance, and portions of the surveillance were videotaped.
The VCI recognized one of the males as Ramirez from a photograph of Ramirez that the IGO
had obtained. The VCI told Ramirez that he was with Buildings. Ramirez told the VCI that his
name was Ramirez. The VCI did not obtain the other man's name ("the unknown male").
b.
Ramirez then proceeded to show the VCI the exterior of the garage.
Ramirez said that he only used the garage for storage. The VCI told Ramirez that based on a
prior inspection of the garage by Buildings, the garage was going to be demolished. The
unknown male asked the VCI what it would to take to get the garage off demolition list.
c.
The VCI asked to speak with Ramirez alone. The VCI and Ramirez
walked to the front of the property and the unknown male remained in the rear of the property.
The VCI said to Ramirez that the CW had told him that Ramirez wanted somebody to remove
the violations from the City's computer system for him, and that Ramirez wanted to do business.
Ramirez said yes.
d.
The VCI told Ramirez that he could help Ramirez because he had access
to the City's computer system and could get rid of the paperwork for his garage. Ramirez asked
the VCI, "What is it going to run me?" The VCI asked Ramirez what he thought was fair since
his garage was already in the demolition process and it would probably cost him about $2,000
for the labor costs if the Department of Streets and Sanitation demolished the garage, plus $250
for the violations. Ramirez said to the VCI, "How about I give you an even $200." The VCI
said okay. Ramirez said that he did not have the $200 with him, but he could get it later. The
VCI asked Ramirez what Ramirez could give him now. Ramirez reached into his pants pocket
and took out Vnited States Currency. Ramirez said that he only had $60, gave the VCI three $20
bills, and told the DCI to call him for the rest of the money. Prior to this meeting, the VCI was
searched by IGO investigators and it was determined that the VCI did not have any cash on
hislher person.
e.
Ramirez told the VCI that he was a fellow City employee and worked for
the Water Department. Ramirez reached into his back pants pocket and produced a City of
Chicago photo identification card bearing his name, Gustavo Ramirez, and his photograph and
showed it to the VCI.
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c.

November 29 Conversation Between Ramirez and VCI

11.
On or about November 29, 2006, at approximately 10:45 a.m., the DCI called
773-419-9300. A male voice answered the phone which the DCI recognized as Ramirez's voice.
The DCI told Ramirez that he was calling about the rest of his money. Ramirez said that he
would have the rest of the money by the end of the week. The VCI told Ramirez that he would
be in the area (8526 South Burley) on Monday (December 4, 2006) at around 2:00 p.m. and
would get the money then. Ramirez agreed and the conversation concluded.
D.

December 4 Meeting Between Ramirez and DCI

13.
On November 30, 2006, the SAO and the IGO applied for an order authorizing
the use of an eavesdropping device in this investigation. The same day, the Presiding Judge of
the Criminal Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County issued such an order authorizing the
use of an eavesdropping device for 30 days.l
14.
On December 4, 2006, at approximately 11:15 a.m., the DCI called 773-419-9300
and had a recorded conversation with Ramirez. A male voice answered the phone which the
DCI recognized as Ramirez's voice. The VCI asked Ramirez what time he wanted to meet.
Ramirez said, "About 3:00 or 3:30." The DCI said that he would meet Ramirez at the Burley
location.
15.
At approximately 3:12 p.m., the DCI called 773-419-9300 and had a recorded
conversation with Ramirez. Ramirez said that he needed an additional 20 minutes before they
could meet. He indicated he would meet the DCI at 8526 South Buffalo Avenue at
approximately 3:45 p.m.
16.
a.
At approximately 3:40 p.m., the DCI had a recorded meeting with
Ramirez at 8526 South Buffalo Avenue. Prior to this meeting, the DCI was fitted with a video
and audio recording device. The VCI was also searched by IGO investigators and was found not
to be in the possession of any cash. IGO investigators placed the DCI and Ramirez under
surveillance.
b.
As Ramirez entered the DCI's vehicle, Ramirez placed Dnited States
Currency on the passenger seat. The DCI picked up the money and asked Ramirez if it was
$160. Ramirez said, "140, 140." The VCI said, "140, that's right, you gave me 60," Ramirez
replied, "I gave you 60."
For some of the recordings summarized below, I have placed in brackets my understanding and
other investigators' understanding of what was said during the recordings, based on the contents and
context of the conversations, my experience as a law enforcement officer, and the experience of other
[GO Investigators, including our expenence listening to the intercepted conversations as a whole.
Quotations from the recorded conversations, and indications that part of the conversation was
unintelligible, are taken from transcripts that are drafts only, and that may be finalized prior to trial. The
summaries below GOnot include all potentially criminal conversations intercepted during the course of the
mvestigation, or al1 statements or topics covered during the course of the intercepted conversations.
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c.
After giving the $140 to the UCI, Ramirez asked, "When can we do
another one? I have issues with other buildings. (Unintelligible) give me a wholesale rate." The
UCI then told Ramirez that one of his partners had his water service shut off and Ramirez asked,
"From the outside? I could get you the key." [The "key" is a reference to the large tool to turn
water service on and off.] Ramirez said, "Fuck it, just go up if they're cut off and put it back on.
r have no problem, I could get you a key, hey fuck it, I'll give you the key and you subcontract
it." The UCI said, ''That's what I'm talking about man." Ramirez said, "As soon as we get, as
long as you take care of these violations." [Ramirez will provide the key if the VCI takes care of
the Ramirez's other building violations.] Ramirez indicated to the VCI that he owned three
additional properties on Buffalo Avenue that had violations and continued to state that he wanted
the vcr to clear the violations. Ramirez said, "As long as r get a wholesale price, I'll give you
the violations. I don't mind, I'd rather give you the money than the mayor."
E.

December 5 and 13 Conversations Between Ramirez and the vcr

17.
On December 5, 2006, Ramirez called the vcr from telephone number 773-4199300 and left a voice message to return his call. The VCI returned Ramirez's call and they had a
recorded conversation. Ramirez said, ". . . you told me to give you some other addresses."
Ramirez then gave the vcr three addresses on Buffalo Avenue that had violations on them. The
three locations that Ramirez gave to the VCI were 8525 South Buffalo Avenue, 8533 South
Buffalo Avenue and 8558 South Buffalo Avenue. (The IGO confirmed that Ramirez owned these
properties. The violations for the 8525 South Buffalo address included defective andlor missing
exterior stairs, defective members of garage, and broken andlor missing window panes. The
violations for the 8533 South Buffalo address included uncut weeds and uncovered refuse
containers. The violations for the 8558 South Buffalo address included peeling paint, defective
eaves, high weeds, defective roof, defective window :trames, broken and/or missing window
panes, and garage repairs.)
18.
On December 13, 2006, at approximately 11:28 a.m., Ramirez called the VCI
from 773-419-9300 and left a voice mail indicating he wanted theVCI to call him. At
approximately 11:45 a.m., the VCI called Ramirez and they had a recorded conversation. The
VCI said he would not be able to meet and he would call him later. Ramirez said, "I wanted to
make sure we follow-up and catch up some time." Ramirez indicated that he had all the
paperwork on the violations on his other properties. The VCI asked Ramirez about the plumbing
key that Ramirez said that he would to give to the VCI as partial payment for removing
Ramirez's violations :tromthe City's computer system. Ramirez said, "Alright, it's a big key. I
got two in my pick-up truck. I can't in my City vehicle. [Ramirez couldn't fit or carry the keys
in his City vehicle.] We don't carry tools, only a hook and sledge hammer, in our small vehicle."
Ramirez indicated that he wanted to "catch up" with the VCI that day or the next day.
F.

December 15 Meeting Between Ramirez and the ucr

19.
a.
On December 15, 2006, at approximately 9:30 a.m., the UCI called
Ramirez at 773-419-9300 to arrange a meeting and they had a recorded conversation. Ramirez
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suggested a restaurant at 4ih Street and Ashland Avenue. They subsequently met at Antotoni1co
Tortilleria #2, located at 1649 West 4ih Street, Chicago.
b.
Prior to this meeting, the VCI was fitted with a video and audio recording
device. The VCI was also searched by IGO investigators and was found not to be in the
possession of any cash. IGO investigators placed the VCI and Ramirez under surveillance and
videotaped portions of their meeting. During the meeting, Ramirez gave the VCI the paperwork
regarding his properties and the violations on the properties. The UCI asked Ramirez what
Ramirez thought the price should be to remove the violations from the computer. Ramirez said,
"(Unintelligible), you tell me . ..." The UCI said that for three of the violations, he would
charge $50 each. Ramirez said, "Alright." The UCI then told Ramirez that it would cost more
for a fourth violation that was already pending with the City's Department of Administrative
Hearings. Ramirez said, "I can go $150 on that." [Ramirez was agreeing to pay a $150 bribe for
the UCI to remove that violation.]
G.

December 18 Meeting Between Ramirez and the VCI

20.
a.
On December 18, 2006, the VCI had a recorded meeting with Ramirez on
the street at 601 West Adams in Chicago at approximately 1:27 p.m. This date and time was
arranged by the UCI earlier in the day with Ramirez in a recorded conversation on the telephone.
Prior to this meeting, the VCI was fitted with a video and audio recording device. The VCI was
also searched by IGO investigators and was found not to be in the possession of any cash. IGO
investigators placed the VCI and Ramirez under surveillance and videotaped portions of their
meeting.
b.
During the meeting, Ramirez shook the VCI's hand and simultaneously
passed Vnited States Currency to the VCI. The VCI asked Ramirez to enter the VCI's vehicle.
Both Ramirez and the VCI entered the VCI's vehicle and the VCI counted the money given by
Ramirez during their handshake. The VCI counted $140. [The $140 was a partial payment of
the $300 that Ramirez agreed to pay the VCI to remove the four violations on the properties
owned by Ramirez on Buffalo Avenue.] Ramirez asked the VCI if he had the paperwork and
said, "So what do I gotta do? I show up on this in court or (unintelligible) motion it for a
different date?" [Ramirez was referring to his violation that was already pending with the City
Department of Administrative Hearings.] The VCI told Ramirez to motion for a continuance.
Ramirez said, "I'll motion it." The VCI asked Ramirez, "When do you think you'll have the rest
of the money for me?" Ramirez said, "Give me, uh, try me at the end of the week."
H.

December 19 Conversation Between Ramirez and the VCI

21.
On December 19, 2006, at approximately 11:40 a.m., Ramirez telephoned the
LTCIand left a message for the VCI to call Ramirez back. At approximately 12:53 p.m., the VCI
telephoned Ramirez at 773-419-9300 and they had a recorded conversation. Ramirez answered
the phone and said, "I need a permit for a porch that I have a violation on . . . ." Ramirez said
that the address was 8553 South Buffalo. Ramirez said, "I got a January date appointment for a
judge at circuit court on that and that's the only thing. I complied with everything. That's
basically the only thing I need. . . ." Ramirez asked the VCI, "Can you waive the permit or get a
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pcmlit \vithout plans'?" The UCI asked Ramirez \vhcn he needed the pemlit by and Ramirez
said, "I have to go to court on January 3rd." Ramirez also said, "I got that thing for you [referring
to the plumbing key]. \Vait'til aboutFridayand I'll get it to you,okay."

.

I.

January 2007 Calls to Ramirez

22.

On January9,2006, the UCIcalledRamirezat 773-419-9300.Ramirezanswered

the telephone. The UCI asked Ramirez how his vacation was. Ramirez said too short. Ramirez
then said that his telephone signal was breaking up, that he could not hear the VCI and that
Ramirez would call the VCI back.
23.
The IGO waited for Ramirez to call back but he did not. On January 19,2007 and
January 23, 2007, the VCI called Ramirez at telephone number 773-419-9300. The calls went
into voicemail, and Ramirez did not return the calls.
III.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Affiant submits that the foregoing evidence establishes that defendant
Gustavo Ramirez, committed the offense of bribery, in violation of720 ILCS 5/33-1.
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.
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